MINUTES OF THE INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF OPERATIONS ON NORTH KOREA (05/10/95)

Were presents:
- MSF H: Wilna Van Artzen
- MSF B: Mario Goethals and William Klaus
- MSF F: Marc Gastellu - JHervé Bradol - Martine Lochin

Subject:
Organisation of coordination for the international intervention in North Korea

Decision:
- to have a common approach in front of the north korean government for the emergency programm during the 3 months
- to have a international "chef de mission" in Pyongyang (Hervé Isambert)
- Each team has a field coordinator who is under the national coordination of Hervé Isambert
- to have a coherent programm :
  * the medical coordinator is from MSF B
  * the logistic coordinator is from MSF H
  * the administrator for the common pot in Pyongyang is from MSF F
- in Europe, MSF Paris will be the section which will have the contacts with the team.
MSF F will have the responsibility for the daily monitoring of the mission and will take the daily decisions.
For the important decisions (orientation of the programm, decision to stay or to leave,...) it will be discussed between Pyongyang and the different sections.
If they are some disagreements between the different desk, the decision will be taken by the operation directors of different sections.
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